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Short on time? With an Instant Pot(R), you can cook
up all your family's favorite meals in a fraction of the
time. Pressure-Cooker Country Chicken Soup, BBQ
Spareribs even down-home Bacon-Braised Mixed
Greens taste like they cooked all day. And, how
about Lemon Bread Pudding for dessert? Got more
time? Go low & slow with a slow cooker. Treat your
family to slow-simmered dishes like fork-tender
Italian Pot Roast, tummy-warming Grandma's
Famous Chili and Hot Fudge Spoon Cake. Includes
instructions and recipes to scale for cooking for 1 or
2 and for converting slow-cooker recipes to the
pressure cooker. Also will include Salads & Desserts
to go-with meals entrees prepared in the Instant Pot.
Additional recipes for salads and even more
desserts to go with what you prepare in your Instant
Pot (R)! We're sharing lots of useful tips for making
the most of these handy kitchen appliances. So put
'em to work, cooking up wonderful meals for your
family. 175 Recipes.
Modern Techniques for Timeless Indian Flavor Bring
the complex flavors and alluring aromas that are the
benchmarks of Indian cooking into your kitchen with
this diverse collection of mouthwatering recipes.
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Vasanti leverages the benefits of the Instant Pot® to
elevate your favorite dishes, imparting layers of
flavor to beloved masalas and curries in less time
than the traditional preparation. These recipes save
you hours of marinating meats and simmering stews,
making elaborate Indian dishes accessible for
everyone—even on a weeknight. Vasanti’s Indian
heritage and smart techniques are reflected in every
recipe, whether you’re after an authentic dal or a
fresh spin on popular street foods. And the wide
array of flavors is as varied as the country itself,
encompassing the rich traditions of different regions.
Best of all, many of the dishes include variations that
let you tailor them to your diet or preferences,
stretching the number of recipes to way beyond
what’s in the table of contents. With chapters on
warming soups and stews, hearty rice and grain
dishes, decadent desserts and essential spice
blends, this indispensable guide to Indian cooking is
packed with options for every appetite and occasion.
And once you experience how flavorful it is to cook
with the Instant Pot®, you’ll wonder how you ever
lived without it!
Traditional Indian cuisine comes to your very modern
Instant Pot.Discover how simple and delicious
traditional Indian cuisine can be. The Indian Instant
Pot Cookbook offers fast and easy takes on classic
Indian dishes?all designed to be cooked in your
electric pressure cooker.Whether youre new to
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Indian food or looking to experiment at home, The
Indian Instant Pot Cookbook keeps things simple
with limited-ingredient, quick-fix recipes for
everything from Basmati Pulao to Chicken Tikka
Masala. Learn how to properly use your Instant Pot,
stock up essential spices, substitute ingredients, and
more.
This authorized collection of 75 simplified Indian
classics for the immensely popular electric pressure
cooker, the Instant Pot, is a beautifully
photographed, easy-to-follow source for flavorful
weekday meals. The Essential Indian Instant Pot
Cookbook is your source for quick, flavorful Indian
favorites and contemporary weekday meals. With 75
well-tested recipes authorized by Instant Pot
covering every meal of the day, this is a go-to
resource for classic chicken, lamb, and vegetarian
curries; daals, soups, and seafood like fennel and
saffron spiced mussels; breakfast delights like spicy
frittata and ginger almond oatmeal; and sweet treats
like rose milk cake and fig and walnut halwa.
Discover favorite foods from all over India with the
Instant Pot! By now, nearly everyone has heard of
the Instant Pot, the multi-use programmable
pressure cooker that has taken the home cooking
world by storm and brought together a community of
millions of online followers. With over 5 million
Instant Pots sold--and numerous similar
programmable cooking devices now joining the
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market--this time-saving cooking phenomenon is
certainly here to stay. The Instant Pot lends itself
perfectly to Indian recipes, making flavorful,
nutritious Indian fare like dals, legumes and all
manner of curries--that typically take a long time to
simmer--up to 70% faster than on the stove top.
Cookbook author, blogger and cooking teacher
Rinku Bhattacharya has put together a collection of
100 authentic recipes that showcase the diversity
and range of the foods of India, where every state
and region boasts its own unique dishes. Nine
chapters cover everything from essentials like key
ingredients, spice blends, curry sauces, and yogurtmaking, to recipes for breakfasts, rice & grain
dishes, lentils, vegetables, seafood, chicken and
meat curries, as well as drinks, chutneys and
desserts. Nearly all of the recipes are gluten free,
and there are plenty of vegetarian and vegan options
as well. With step-by-step instructions and color
photos throughout, Instant Indian makes Indian
cooking easy and fool-proof using all the functions of
this popular appliance. Whether you crave idli and
sambhar from South India, Khaman Dhokla from
Gujarat, Punjabi Butter Chicken, Goan Fish Curry or
Bengali Red Lentils, or simply want to discover a
new favorite, this cookbook brings the best of India
to your table in an instant!
The debut cookbook by the creator of the wildly
popular blog Damn Delicious proves that quick and
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easy doesn't have to mean boring.Blogger Chungah
Rhee has attracted millions of devoted fans with
recipes that are undeniable 'keepers'-each one so
simple, so easy, and so flavor-packed, that you
reach for them busy night after busy night. In Damn
Delicious, she shares exclusive new recipes as well
as her most beloved dishes, all designed to bring fun
and excitement into everyday cooking. From fiveingredient Mini Deep Dish Pizzas to no-fuss Sheet
Pan Steak & Veggies and 20-minute Spaghetti
Carbonara, the recipes will help even the most
inexperienced cooks spend less time in the kitchen
and more time around the table.Packed with quickie
breakfasts, 30-minute skillet sprints, and speedy
takeout copycats, this cookbook is guaranteed to
inspire readers to whip up fast, healthy, homemade
meals that are truly 'damn delicious!'
"Ashley Singh Thomas, founder of the food blog, My
Heart Beets, shares 60 mouthwatering North and
South Indian recipes in this cookbook. These tried
and true recipes will have you spending less time in
the kitchen and more time enjoying tasty, aromatic
and flavorful food with loved ones. Ashley got her
first electric pressure cooker, an Instant Pot, several
years ago and it was love at first sight. She found it
much easier to use than her slow cooker, her stove
top pressure cooker or any other kitchen appliance.
Ashley began adapting nearly all of her favorite
Indian recipes so that they could be made in an
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electric pressure cooker and the results of her efforts
are in this cookbook. Indian Food Under Pressure
includes recipes for many different lentil and rice
dishes, vegetables, chicken curries, and meat based
stews."--provided by Amazon.com.
Authorized by Instant Pot and filled with beautiful
photographs and more than 75 simple, well-tested
comfort food recipes, this indispensable book is the
ultimate collection of delicious weekday meals. The
best-selling Instant Pot has been a runaway hit, with
an almost cultlike following and users who swear by
it. But finding delicious, well-tested, weekday-friendly
recipes that are both inspiring and trustworthy has
proven difficult, until now. The Essential Instant Pot
Cookbook covers each meal of the day, offering
plenty of tried-and-true classic recipes, such as spicy
beef and bean chili, a whole roasted chicken with
mushroom sauce, and decadent New York
cheesecake, alongside a hearty array of
contemporary meals, such as Greek-style Gigantes
beans with fresh feta, braised pork loin with balsamic
vinegar and caramelized onions, buttery cauliflower
mashed potatoes, pork adobo, and more! Whether
you're looking to expand your pressure cooker recipe
repertoire or seeking the ultimate gift for the Instant
Pot aficionado, this is the book to have.
Traditional Indian cuisine comes to your very modern
Instant Pot.Discover how simple and delicious
traditional Indian cuisine can be. Indian Instant Pot
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Cookbook offers fast and easy takes on classic
Indian dishes?all designed to be cooked in your
electric pressure cooker.Whether you're new to
Indian food or looking to experiment at home, Indian
Instant Pot Cookbook keeps things simple with
limited-ingredient, quick-fix recipes for everything
from Basmati Pulao to Chicken Tikka Masala. Learn
how to properly use your Instant Pot, stock up
essential spices, substitute ingredients, and more.
The Everyday Mexican Instant Pot Cookbook is the
definitive Instant Pot cookbook for real Mexican
home cooking made fast and simple. The Instant Pot
is not your abuelita's pressure cooker. In the first
official Instant Pot cookbook for Mexican cuisine,
The Everyday Mexican Instant Pot Cookbook
captures the classic flavor of Mexican food with the
speed and simplicity of your Instant Pot for everyday
meals from the heart of Mexico . This Mexican
cookbook showcases a rich variety of regional
cuisine, with over 80 recipes that include everything
from Roasted Poblano Pepper Tamales to Beef
Shank Barbacoa to Mexican Bread Pudding. To
enhance the convenience of cooking with your
Instant Pot, each recipe in this Mexican cookbook
features easy-to-find ingredients and simple, step-bystep instructions to make flavorful Mexican dishes at
home. The Everyday Mexican Instant Pot Cookbook
serves up flavorful dishes in a flash, with: Instant Pot
101 that gives home cooks a definitive resource on
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how to best use your Instant Pot, complete with
timing charts for major food groups. Over 80 Recipes
for real recipes that can be made in an hour or less
from start to finish. Directional labels that remove the
guesswork from electric pressure cooking with clear
indications for prep time, time under pressure,
pressure release method, and total time for every
recipe. Bring the fiesta to your table in an instant with
the most comprehensive collection of authentic
Mexican recipes from The Everyday Mexican Instant
Pot Cookbook.
The ultimate plant-based Indian cookbook by the
creator of VeganRicha.com, featuring breakfasts,
snacks, one-pot meals, mains, flatbreads, and
desserts. From delicious dals to rich curries, flat
breads, savory breakfasts, snacks, and much more,
this vegan cookbook brings you Richa Hingle’s
collection of plant-based Indian recipes inspired by
regional cuisines, Indian culture, local foods, and
proven methods. Whether you want to enjoy Indian
cooking, try some new spices, or add more protein to
your meals using legumes and lentils, this book has
got it covered. You’ll explore some well-known and
new Indian flavor profiles that are easy to make in
your own kitchen. Learn the secrets of eclectic
Indian taste and textures, and discover meals in
which pulses and vegetables are the stars of the
dish. And once you taste Richa’s mouth-watering
desserts, they will likely become your new favorites.
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Within these pages you will find recipes to please all
the senses, including: • Mango Curry Tofu • Whole
Roasted Cauliflower in Makhani Gravy • Baked
Lentil Kachori Pastries • Quick Tamarind-Date
Chutney • Avocado Naan • Fudgy Cardamom
Squares The recipes have been designed to simplify
complex vegan cooking procedures, and Richa’s
workflow tips incorporate modern appliances and
techniques from other cuisines to reduce cooking
times. Replacement spices are indicated wherever
possible, and Richa also provides alternatives and
variations that allow people to be playful and creative
with the Indian spices called for in the recipes. The
restaurant-quality vegan recipes are ideal to make
for yourself, for family, and for entertaining guests.
“One of the Best Vegan Cookbooks of
2015”—Vegetarian Times “Whether you have a love
affair with Indian food or are new to the flavors of
one of the world’s greatest cuisines, you will be
dazzled by Richa’s recipes and accessible style. . . .
I can’t wait to keep cooking from one of the best
cookbooks on Indian food (vegan or not) I’ve ever
seen.” —Colleen Holland, co-founder of VegNews
Magazine
A new and vibrant vegan cookbook authorized by
Instant Pot, from the creator of the Rainbow Plant
Life blog. With food and photos as vivid, joyous, and
wholesome as the title of her popular cooking
blog--Rainbow Plant Life--suggests, Nisha Vora
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shares nourishing recipes with her loyal followers
daily. Now, in her debut cookbook, she makes
healthy, delicious everyday cooking a snap with
more than 90 nutritious (and colorful!) recipes you
can make easily with the magic of an Instant Pot
pressure cooker. With a comprehensive primer to
the machine and all its functions, you, too, can taste
the rainbow with a full repertoire of vegan dishes.
Start the day with Nisha's Homemade Coconut
Yogurt or Breakfast Enchilada Casserole, then move
on to hearty mains like Miso Mushroom Risotto, and
even decadent desserts including Double Fudge
Chocolate Cake and Red Wine-Poached Pears. The
Vegan Instant Pot Cookbook will quickly become a
go-to source of inspiration in your kitchen.
300 easy, healthy Mediterranean recipes for the
most popular kitchen appliance—the Instant
Pot—perfect for anyone following the Mediterranean
diet! The Mediterranean diet is celebrated all over
the world for its fresh and healthy ingredients, vibrant
flavors, and complex recipes. Following this diet can
help you reduce inflammation, avoid disease, and
lose weight, making it popular for anyone looking to
live a healthier lifestyle. The Everything
Mediterranean Instant Pot Cookbook shows you how
to recreate classic Mediterranean meals in under an
hour using the much-loved multi-cooker, the Instant
Pot. With more than 300 recipes for delicious meals,
snacks, and even desserts, you’ll have everything
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you need to create healthy, fresh, and fast meals
every day of the week.
Inspired by her viral New York Times article "Why Do
Cooks Love the Instant Pot(R)? I Bought One to Find
Out," Melissa Clark's Dinner in an Instant has all new
recipes that bring her signature flavor-forward dishes
to everyone's favorite countertop appliance. Dinner
in an Instant gives home cooks recipes for elevated
dinners that never sacrifice convenience. Beloved for
her flawless recipes, Melissa Clark turns her
imagination to the countertop appliances that have
won American hearts from coast to coast. Recipes
include Fresh Coconut Yogurt, Japanese Beef Curry,
Osso Buco, Smoky Lentils, Green Persian Rice with
Tahdig, and Lemon Verbena Cr me Brulee. Dinner in
an Instant provides instructions when possible for
making the same dish on both the pressure cooker
and slow cooker settings, allowing home cooks
flexibility. Symbols guide the reader toward Paleo,
Vegan, Vegetarian, and Gluten Free dinners. Fresh,
approachable, and classic, Dinner in an Instant is
Melissa Clark's most practical book yet.
JAMES BEARD AWARD FINALIST • A casual and
practical guide to grilling with Korean-American
flavors from chef Bill Kim of Chicago's award-winning
bellyQ restaurants, with 80 recipes tailored for home
cooks with suitable substitutions for hard-to-find
ingredients. Born in Korea but raised in the American
Midwest, chef Bill Kim brings these two sensibilities
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together in Korean BBQ, translating Korean flavors
for the American consumer in a way that is friendly
and accessible. This isn't a traditional Korean
cookbook but a Korean-American one, based on
gatherings around the grill on weeknights and
weekends. Kim teaches the fundamentals of the
Korean grill through flavor profiles that can be
tweaked according to the griller's preference, then
gives an array of knockout recipes. Starting with
seven master sauces (and three spice rubs), you’ll
soon be able to whip up a whole array of recipes,
including Hoisin and Yuzu Edamame, Kimchi Potato
Salad, Kori-Can Pork Chops, Seoul to Buffalo
Shrimp, BBQ Spiced Chicken Thighs, and Honey
Soy Flank Steak. From snacks and drinks to
desserts and sides, Korean BBQ has everything you
need to for a fun and delicious time around the grill.
This unique guide to preparing Indian food using
classic slow-cooker techniques features more than
50 recipes, beautifully illustrated with full-color
photography throughout. These great recipes take
advantage of the slow cooker's ability to keep food
moist through its long cooking cycle, letting readers
create dishes with far less oil and saturated fat than
in traditional recipes. Anupy Singla shows the busy,
harried family that cooking healthy is simple and that
cooking Indian is just a matter of understanding a
few key spices. Her "Indian Spices 101" chapter
introduces readers to the mainstay spices of an
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Indian kitchen, as well as how to store, prepare, and
combine them in different ways. Among her 50
recipes are all the classics — specialties like dal,
palak paneer, and gobi aloo — and also dishes like
butter chicken, keema, and much more. The result is
a terrific introduction to making healthful, flavorful
Indian food using the simplicity and convenience of
the slow cooker.
A collection of 200 easy, delicious recipes for the
incredibly popular Instant Pot, packaged in a
gorgeous hardcover format with more than 80
stunning photographs throughout. The well-tested,
fully authorized recipes in The Ultimate Instant Pot
Cookbook cover a range of flavors and occasions,
making this the ultimate collection of recipes for the
home cook who values the convenience of an
electric pressure cooker. This is the only book you'll
need when looking for tried-and-true classics like
creamy tomato soup, ground beef stroganoff,
chicken mushroom casserole, or peach cobbler;
international favorites like carnitas, chicken tikka
masala, or refried beans; and crave-worthy treats
like French toast casserole and triple chocolate
cheesecake. There are even easy entertaining
recipes, like artichoke-spinach dip, and special
occasion recipes such as the classic Thanksgiving
favorites of mashed potatoes, creamed corn, and
more. With special sections of vegetarian recipes
and jams, jellies, and pickles, this collection goes
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deeper than other Instant Pot books and has
something for everyone. And recipes for every meal
of the day, from breakfast to dessert, make this book
your one-stop source for mouthwatering meals all
day long. Printed on high-quality paper and bound in
a hardcover format filled with beautiful photographs,
this is truly the ultimate book for gifting or selfpurchase, and destined to become the beloved
Instant Pot cookbook.
Eating healthy gets a whole lot easier with this
delicious collection of 75 recipes—each one
photographed—for nutritious and satisfying meals
made quickly in your electric pressure cooker, all
developed by a certified nutritionist and cookbook
author for maximum health and flavor. In The Fresh
and Healthy Instant Pot Cookbook, Megan Gilmore
presents recipes that use easy-to-find, whole-food
ingredients for simple weeknight meals from morning
to night—through the revolutionary cooking power of
the Instant Pot, an electric, programmable
multicooker. There are gluten-free options for each
recipe, and all recipes are free of refined sugar and
many of the most common food allergens, yet don't
scrimp on flavor. With dishes like Korean Chicken
Bowls, Eggplant Parmesan Bake, Peanut Butter
Crunch Granola Bars, Flourless Banana Oat Bread,
and One-Pot Chocolate Cake and Frosting, following
a healthy diet while enjoying your favorite whole
foods has never been more achievable. Every recipe
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is photographed in this highly visual and informationrich collection, and also includes nutritional
information (calories, fat, carbs, fiber, and protein)
and detailed timing for prep, coming to pressure,
cook time, and release time.
Quick Flavorful Plant-Based Dishes Made Easy
Manali Singh, founder of the popular blog Cook with
Manali, shares her secrets to making your favorite
traditional Indian dishes faster and healthier in your
Instant Pot® or other multifunction cooker. And the
majority of her wonderfully spiced recipes are also
vegan— or can be easily made vegan—so it’s perfect
for specific diets or anyone who wants to include
more plant-based meals in the weekly rotation. Enjoy
classics like Matar Paneer and Chana Masala, as
well as traditional street foods like Pav Bhaji, a
medley of spicy mashed veggies eaten with dinner
rolls, and Vegetarian Momos—healthy dumplings
steamed to perfection. And don’t forget dessert!
Indulge in Chai Crème Brulee or Kalakand, spiced
Indian milk fudge. Whether you’re new to the Instant
Pot® or it’s a staple in your kitchen, Manali’s 75
recipes will show you how to easily prepare and
enjoy authentic favors of Indian cuisine in your own
kitchen.
Everybody knows how difficult it can be to get a
delicious meal on the table night after night, not to
mention a healthy one made from real and readilyavailable ingredients. Enter the air fryer, the mustPage 15/29
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have, revolutionary kitchen device. As Urvashi Pitre,
the best-selling author of Indian Instant Pot
Cookbook, will show you, the air fryer makes home
cooking easy. Every one of the recipes in this book
can be made in an hour or less, and many are on the
table in as little as 30 minutes. You won't find "cream
of anything" cans in the ingredient list: instead you'll
start with fresh ingredients—healthful meats and
vegetables—and let the air fryer do the hard work. In
her signature way, Pitre will walk you through the
simple process so you can learn to use your air fryer
like an expert in no time. And there is no shortage of
flavors—with recipes inspired by authentic Indian,
Korean, Mexican cuisines and more, including
Poblano Cheese Frittata, Thai Chicken Sate,
Chicken Fajitas, Shrimp Scampi, and Chinese Spare
Ribs, to name just a few. And because you're using
an air fryer, you won't need to cook with loads of oil
to get incredibly tasty results. Just like the recipes on
the author's popular blog, twosleevers.com, these
recipes will always work perfectly and taste great.
Benefits to Air Fryer Cooking: Minimal oil needed to
cook most foods Doesn't heat up entire kitchen Has
fan-forced heat so it reduces cooking time by 25 to
35% Fan-forced heat can produce a crisper outer
crust than baking alone More energy efficient: lower
temperatures and shorter cooking times Splatters
are contained to within the device All of the surfaces
(drum and grid/basket) can be put in the dishwasher
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Smaller footprint than oven so it's great for smaller
spaces like dorm rooms, apartments, and RVs.
Drastically shorter pre-heating time
The vibrant flavors of Mexican food are celebrated in
this enticing collection of 75 fresh and authentic
recipes for soups, tacos, burritos, tamales, beans,
salsas, desserts, all ready in minutes, thanks to the
Instant Pot's revolutionary cooking power. The bestselling Instant Pot—an electric, programmable
pressure cooker—has quickly become one of the
most popular kitchen appliances on the market for its
hands-off and speedy-fast cooking abilities. The
Essential Mexican Instant Pot Cookbook harnesses
this revolutionary techonology to create
straightforward, streamlined, and delicious recipes
for Mexican favorites such as hearty posole soup,
sizzling steak fajitas, tender carnitas tacos, cheesy
enchiladas, stuffed tamales, classic refried beans,
salsas galore, flan, churro bread pudding, and much
more. This complete guide to Mexican cooking with
your Instant Pot is authored by Chef Deborah
Schneider, a James Beard Award-nominated author
and chef/owner of six Mexican restaurants, and
includes all of her best tips and tricks, as well as the
authentic dishes you'll want to make over and over
again.
Fully authorized by Instant Pot—brand new recipes
from the best-selling author of Indian Instant Pot
Cookbook and The Keto Instant Pot Cookbook
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Indian Instant Pot Cookbook by Urvashi Pitre is
already one of the top-selling cookbooks in its
category. Now Pitre turns her sights to all kinds of
boldly flavored and internationally-themed
recipes—Mexican, Thai, Moroccan, and more—with
Instant Pot Fast & Easy, fully authorized by Instant
Pot. Just like fans have come to expect, Pitre's
incredibly well-tested recipes will work perfectly
every time, and of course taste great too. And
because these are Instant Pot recipes, dishes like
Japanese Chicken Curry, Chinese Steamed Ribs,
and Mexican Pulled Pork are ready in a fraction of
the time they would take using traditional cooking
methods. As with all of Pitre's recipes, the focus is
on whole foods instead of artificial convenience
ingredients, so the recipes are delicious, easy, and
healthful too.
Tasting Table calls the Instant Pot “the hottest
kitchen tool since George Foreman’s pint-size grill”
and everyone from Ruth Reichl to top food bloggers
rave about its efficiency, convenience, and
affordability. Now, with this licensed cookbook—one
of the most comprehensive published to date—you
can discover exactly how much this miracle
appliance can do. This full-color cookbook features
recipes for all the functions of the Instant Pot, from
everyday staples to surprising new dishes. You’ll
find more than 175 recipes for everything from
breakfast to dessert, including delicious soups and
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stews, vegetable mains and sides, jams and
yogurts—even an entire cheesecake. This must-have
cookbook is the perfect companion to the bestselling kitchen appliance to come along in decades.
The debut cookbook from the Saveur blog awardwinning Internet expert on making eating cheap
dependably delicious As a college grad during the
recent great recession, Beth Moncel found herself,
like so many others, broke. Unwilling to sacrifice
eating healthy and well—and armed with a degree in
nutritional science—Beth began tracking her costs
with obsessive precision, and soon cut her grocery
bill in half. Eager to share her tips and recipes, she
launched her blog, Budget Bytes. Soon the blog
received millions of readers clamoring for more.
Beth's eagerly awaited cookbook proves cutting back
on cost does not mean cutting back on taste. Budget
Bytes has more than 100 simple, healthy, and
delicious recipes, including Greek Steak Tacos,
Coconut Chicken Curry, Chorizo Sweet Potato
Enchilada, and Teriyaki Salmon with Sriracha
Mayonnaise, to name a few. It also contains expert
principles for saving in the kitchen—including how to
combine inexpensive ingredients with expensive to
ensure that you can still have that steak you’re
craving, and information to help anyone get
acquainted with his or her kitchen and get maximum
use out of the freezer. Whether you’re urban or
rural, vegan or paleo, Budget Bytes is guaranteed to
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delight both the palate and the pocketbook.
Indian Instant Pot Recipes Do you want to try
cooking traditional Indian recipes?Are you looking for
a way to make cooking an Indian meal easier?Have
you been dying to put your Instant Pot to use for
traditional, tastyrecipes? Then this book is for
you!This book can help you to cook traditional, tasty
Indian recipes with easyingredients without
sacrificing flavor! Indian cooking often takes hours
toprepare and cook, but with your instant pot, there's
no reason to slave in thekitchen. In this book, you
won't be cutting corners to shave off the
time.Instead, you'll learn traditional recipes that will
delight your taste buds andyour guests! From
vegetarian recipes to drinks and dessert, you'll
findthere's a recipe for everyone.
Praised by Wired.com and featured by Chicago
Tribune, Booklist, Epicurious, Booklist, and Eat This,
Not That! Multicookers such as the GoWISE USA
and Instant Pot Duo are hugely popular; however,
most recipes are unreliable or are designed to work
in only one model of multicooker--and most often,
they use only the pressure-cook setting. Enter
Multicooker Perfection, a collection of foolproof
recipes tested and developed to work in any
multicooker and conform to your schedule. Make
each recipe "fast" using the pressure-cook setting or
let dinner cook while you're out by preparing it "slow"
on the slow-cook setting. These crowd-pleasing
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recipes are perfectly suited for cooking at the touch
of a button, from soups and stews like Easy Beef
and Barley Soup and Chipotle Pork and Hominy
Stew; to weeknight-friendly meals like Braised
Chicken Breasts with Tomatoes and Capers, Ziti with
Sausage Ragu, and Thai Braised Eggplant; to
company-worthy dishes like Tamarind Braised Beef
Short Ribs and Osso Buco with Sweet and Spicy
Peperonata. Plus, you'll find a chapter of unexpected
recipes like Boston Brown Bread, Buffalo Chicken
Wings, and even a perfectly creamy Cheesecake.
Make cooking easier and better with this must-have
cookbook for any multicooker owner.
With [this book], you'll explore an inspiring variety of
healthy, easy-to-make pressure cooker recipes-from savory breakfasts to hearty stews to decadent
desserts, and more. Packed with nutritious, familyfriendly pressure cooker recipes-- plus vegetarian,
gluten-free, and Paleo-friendly options-- [this book] is
your go-to guide for fuss-free, all-in-one cooking.
Traditional and modern Indian recipes for the home
cook -- officially authorized by Instant Pot(R)! The
Instant Pot(R) is a game-changer for Indian cooking
because it replaces a pressure cooker, slow cooker,
yogurt maker, bread proofer and steamer. Gone are
the days when preparing Indian food just seemed
too intimidating or for weekends only. In The
Complete Indian Instant Pot(R) Cookbook, awardwinning editor and author Chandra Ram shares 125
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recipes from all over India, specifically designed for
the Instant Pot(R), that meld Indian ingredients with
North American sensibilities. Recipes range from
traditional to modern and go beyond the greatest hits
that you see in Indian restaurants. You'll find tons of
familiar favorites, including Butter Chicken and
Chana Masala, less well-known regional dishes like
dosas, biryanis and dal stews, and contemporary
twists on Indian flavors, such as Orange Cumin
Salmon and Chocolate Chai Pudding. Chandra takes
you through cooking all the parts of an Indian meal,
ranging from yogurt and cheese to desserts and
everything in between. She also offers suggested
meal plans, easy substitutions and tips for building
an Indian pantry. Cooking Indian food has never
been as approachable, fast or easy!
NATIONAL BESTSELLERThe easiest-to-follow
Instant Pot cookbook ever: 100 delicious recipes
with more than 750 photographs guiding you every
step of the way Jeffrey Eisner's popular Pressure
Luck Cooking website and YouTube channel have
shown millions of home cooks how to make magic in
their Instant Pots. Now Eisner takes the patient, fun,
step-by-step approach that made him an online
phenomenon and delivers a cookbook of 100
essential dishes that will demystify pressure cooking
for Instant Pot users of all abilities--and put an
astounding dinner on the table in a flash. Every
flavor-filled recipe in this book is illustrated with clear
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photographs showing exactly what to do in each
step. There are no surprises: no hard-to-find
ingredients, no fussy extra techniques, and nothing
even the most reluctant cooks can't master in
moments. What you see is truly what you get, in
delicious and simple dishes such as: Mac & Cheese
Quick Quinoa Salad French Onion Chicken Eisner's
popular Best-Ever Pot Roast Ratatouille Stew And
even desserts such as Bananas Foster and Crème
Brulée.
Master the ketogenic diet with fast and easy recipes
from the ONLY OFFICIAL ketogenic Instant Pot
cookbook. Keeping up with the ketogenic diet to lose
weight can be challenging, but cooking for it doesn't
have to be. On a mission to make keto convenient,
Urvashi Pitre--the bestselling author behind Two
Sleevers and The Indian Instant Pot
Cookbook--combines delicious low-carb recipes with
the home cook's favorite appliance: the Instant Pot.
The Keto Instant Pot Cookbook is the only
authorized ketogenic diet Instant Pot cookbook for
tried and true recipes ridiculously easy and fast. The
ultimate Instant Pot cookbook for keto-friendly
recipes, The Keto Instant Pot Cookbook includes: A
Guide to Keto Made Easy providing essential
information from diet basics to setting the right
macros to meet your weight loss goals Instant Pot
Cookbook 101 with step-by-step instructions and
useful tips for using this Instant Pot cookbook and
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others! Over 65 Satisfyingly Simple Instant Pot
Cookbook Recipes requiring only 45 minutes to
make from start to finish for most recipes Eliminate
the stress of sticking to the ketogenic diet with
Urvashi Pitre and The Keto Instant Pot Cookbook:
the go-to Instant Pot cookbook to make keto
speedy, easy, and good.
Easy, healthy Instant Pot recipes from popular
Pressure Luck blogger and YouTube star Jeffrey
Eisner—lightening up comfort-food favorites for
wholesome everyday eating Jeffrey Eisner's
internationally bestselling Step-by-Step Instant Pot
Cookbook was the easiest-to-follow set of Instant
Pot recipes ever assembled—showing even the most
reluctant cooks how to make magic in their pressure
cookers. Now, in this new cookbook featuring over
90 new simple and delicious dishes, Eisner shows
how the Instant Pot can be a part of your plan to slim
down and keep the weight off—without losing any of
the flavor. We're talking a trove of lightened-up
recipes, many of which fit easily into a variety of
lifestyles including: Keto Paleo Gluten-Free DairyFree Vegetarian and Vegan Recipes are
accompanied by nutrition information and a precise
timing bar so you know exactly how long your meal
will take from pot to table. Some of the light, simple,
and delicious recipes you'll find inside are: Butternut
Squash Soup Sun-Dried Tomato & Shallot Shells
Greek Farro Feta Salad Eggplant Risotto Creamy
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Avocado Chicken Salt & Vinegar Pork Zucchini
Chips & Tzatziki Dip Mug Cakes in Mason Jars &
More Building on the wild success of Eisner's
popular Pressure Luck Cooking website and
YouTube channel, every recipe in this book is
illustrated with color photographs showing exactly
what to do in each step, along with a beautiful shot
of every finished recipe. There are no hard-to-find
ingredients or fussy techniques, and each dish takes
advantage of the time-saving benefits of the Instant
Pot.
Indian Instant Pot Cookbook is your source for quick,
flavorful Indian favorites and contemporary weekday
meals. With 200+ well-tested recipes authorized by
Instant Pot covering every meal of the day, this is a
go-to resource for classic chicken, lamb, and
vegetarian curries; daals, soups, and seafood like
fennel and saffron spiced mussels; breakfast
delights like spicy frittata and ginger almond
oatmeal; and sweet treats like rose milk cake and fig
and walnut halwa.
This extraordinary cookbook, Classic Indian Cooking,
amounts to a complete course in Indian cuisine. Elucidated
by over 100 line drawings, it systematically introduces the
properties of all the basic spices and special ingredients of
Indian food, then explains the techniques employed in using
them, always with the help of comparisons to familiar Western
methods. It is immediately obvious that Indian food is rich and
varied, yet not difficult to prepare. The cooking principles are
basic and wellknown. The utensils needed are few and
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simple. As Julie Sahni says, "If you know how to fry, there are
few tricks to Indian food." Every recipe has been especially
designed for the American kitchen -- practically all the
ingredients can be found in any American supermarket and
there are scores of time-saving shortcuts with the food
processor and handy directions for ahead-of-time preparation.
Following a lively and absorbing introduction to the history of
India's classic Moghul cuisine, Julie guides the cook through
the individual components that make up an Indian meal. She
begins with delicious appetizers like Crab Malabar and
Hyderabad lime soup; continues through main courses, both
nonvegetarian and vegetarian (this book is a treasure trove
for the non-meat eater); goes on to all the side dishes and
traditional accompaniments, from spinach raita and lentils
with garlic butter to saffron pilaf and whole wheat flaky bread;
and ends with the glorious desserts, like Ras Malai,
sweetmeats, and beverages. Clear, illustrated, step-by-step
instructions accompany the cook through every stage, even
for making the many wondrous Indian breads, both by hand
and with the food processor. And at the end of each recipe
are balanced serving suggestions for every kind of meal,
Among the many special features are ideas for appropriate
wines, a useful spice chart, a complete glossary (which might
also come in handy when ordering in Indian restaurants), and
a mailorder shopping guide that will make Indian spices
accessible anywhere. Most important, Julie Sahni imparts the
secrets to mastering the art of Indian cooking. Even the
beginner will quickly learn to move within the classic tradition
and improvise with sureness and ease. Julie Sahni has
written a masterpiece of culinary instruction, as readable as it
is usable, a joy to cook from, a fascination to read.
"This is a Borzoi Book published by Alfred A. Knopf."
"Authorized by Instant Pot"--Page 4 of cover.
Curry in a hurry--75 deliciously easy recipes from around the
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globe If delicious curry dishes are high on your takeout list,
discover how an electric pressure cooker and this curry
cookbook can bring convenient, cheaper versions than your
beloved restaurant alternatives right to your kitchen. With 75
familiar recipes including Paneer and Spinach Curry and Thai
Green Curry Chicken, the Electric Pressure Cooker Curry
Cookbook gives home cooks of all skill levels the know-how
to recreate them--all using a hands-off method. By operating
at high/intense pressures under shorter cooking times,
electric pressure cookers allow the authentic spices to
release their natural oils and aromas, and ingredients to
infuse their flavors in each other, mimicking the taste of a
slow-cooked curry. In addition to a wide variety of globally
inspired curry dishes, the recipes in this curry cookbook
include spice blends, sides, and everything else you'll need
for a well-rounded meal. Inside this curry cookbook you'll find:
No passport required--This curry cookbook contains chapters
organized by region, so you can quickly flip to the section or
territory that interests you the most. Aroma inside--The
sealing technique in the electric pressure cooker locks in
those strong and aromatic spices. Save time and
energy--Pressure cooking not only cuts active cooking time in
half, but it also reduces energy usage with respect to long
cook times. An Indian food lover's dream--this curry cookbook
delivers on flavor and authenticity.
Instant Pot Asian Pressure Cooker Meals shows you how to
cook more than 60 Asian dishes at home using healthy,
inexpensive ingredients and your Instant Pot! In this
cookbook, Asian-American food expert Patricia Tanumihardja
shows you how to buy fresh ingredients, condiments and
spices from your local supermarket, farmers market or health
food store on a budget, then how to use them to prepare
delicious and flavorful Asian dishes using an Instant Pot. The
author takes you through all the basics—including making rice
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and soup stocks—then shows you how to prepare all the
popular dishes you love, including: Sweet and Sour Pork
(Chinese) Lemon Teriyaki Chicken (Japanese) Kalbijjim
Braised Beef Short Ribs (Korean) Chicken Adobo (Filipino)
Pho Chicken Noodle Soup (Vietnamese) Pad Thai Rice
Noodles (Thai) Red Lentil Dal with Dates and Caramelized
Onions (Indian) To round off the menu, Tanumihardja even
presents a handful of popular Asian desserts and snacks.
Sticky rice with mango or Filipino caramel flan? As the author
reveals, everything is possible in your Instant Pot, and this
cookbook shows you how to do it!
Discover Instant Pot cookbook filled with 500 best Indian
Instant Pot recipes Cooking in an Instant Pot is such a fun
activity. You can cook all your favorite meals with minimum
effort and time consumption. The meals you make using the
Instant Pot taste so delicious and they are all so rich and
flavored. In this Indian Instant Pot cookbook you'll discover
classic and modern Indian recipes India is all about cultures,
occupations, soils, religions, flavors and textures. Indian
cuisine is a diverse and such an exotic one. It's a cuisine, full
of intense tastes and colors. The ingredients you get to use in
Indian cuisine combine perfectly, and the dishes are all
spiced and flavored. The recipes in this Instant Pot cookbook
are simple to prepare and average about 30 minutes prep
time. Who doesn't love saving time in the kitchen If you
choose to cook Indian meals, you'll need this Indian Instant
Pot cookbook! The Instant Pot is a game-changer for Indian
cooking - it replaces a slow cooker, yogurt maker, pressure
cooker, bread proofer and steamer. With this Instant Pot
cookbook preparing Indian food is easier and healthier.
These Indian Instant Pot recipes will help you expand your
love of Indian cooking! Inside this Instant Pot cookbook, you'll
find recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner and desserts. Check
out some of the recipes: Carrot Rasam and Moong Dal
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Turmeric Salmon and Lime Sauce Cucumber and Mango
Salad Chicken, Zucchini and Mushrooms Curry Cranberries
with Pistachios Cream Get your copy of Indian Instant Pot
cookbook right now and start cooking!
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